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PUFAS Werk KG, Im Schedetal 1, 34346 Hann. Muenden  As of 2018-08-01 

PUFAS Roller Wallpaper Adhesive GTV 
PUFAS GTV Roll-Kleber für Vliestapeten 
High-quality, quick-soluble methyl cellulose paste 
 

Instructions for use: PUFAS Roller Wallpaper Adhesive GTV is ideally suited for pasting non woven 

wallpaper by the new wallpapering technique (application of paste to the wall) or 
traditional wallpapering (application of paste to the wallpaper) and for pasting 
heavy wallpaper like textile wallpaper, glass fibre fabrics, embossed wallpaper, 
vinyl wallpaper, etc. 

 

Technical specification: Compounds: Methyl cellulose, polyvinyl acetate powder 

 Density:  Approx. 0.5 g/cm³ 

 pH-value: Approx. 8 

 Solubility: Ready for use in 3 minutes 

 Usage: 200-300 ml/m² 
 

Surface preparation: 
 

The surface has to be dry, firm and free of dust and grease. Remove old and 
loose wallpaper and distemper PUFAS Wallpaper Remover. Fill in cracks and 
holes with PUFAS Interior or PUFAMUR Super Bonding Filler. Pre-treat highly 
absorbent, sanding and chalking surfaces with PUFAS Deeply-Penetrating 
Primer – solvent free. Insulate water-soluble impurities, which may show 
through when wallpapering with PUFAS Insulating Spray White. 

 

Application: 
 

Stirring vigorously, sprinkle PUFAS Roller Wallpaper Adhesive GTV into clean, 

cold water (see table) and continue to stir for a few minutes. Leave for approx. 3 
minutes and then stir vigorously again. 
 

Applying to wallpaper: 
Evenly coat the wallpaper with PUFAS Roller Wallpaper Adhesive GTV and fold 
the pasted ends together. After leaving to soften for sufficient time, hang the 
wallpaper with matching seams and press down.  
 

Applying to the surface: 
Use a lambs wool roller to evenly apply the mixed PUFAS Roller Wallpaper 
Adhesive GTV to the surface over a width of 1-2 wallpaper widths. Place the 
wallpaper strip directly into the fresh adhesive bed and uniformly press down. 
Follow up the seams with a smooth seam roller after a few minutes. To increase 
the moisture resistance and where hanging wallpaper on hardly absorbent sur-
faces we recommend adding 20 % PUFAS Wallpaper and Border Adhesive. 
Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions for use. The paste is lime- and 
cement constant. 
 
Do not use if the object and/or room temperature are below + 5° Celsius! 
Remove adhesive residues using a damp cloth. 
Clean tools in water after use. 

 
 

Mixing ratio: For Ratio Volume of water Needed for 

 

Application to surface 
* non woven wallpaper 
* glass fibre wallpaper -  
   laminated 

1:17.5 3.5 Approx. 20 m² 

 Application to wallpaper: 
* Vinyl wallpaper 
* Fabric/textile wallpaper 
* Heavy wallpaper 

1:20 4.0 20-25 m² 

 

Storage: Store in a cool and dry place!  
 
 

Available sizes: 200 g collapsible box 020502000 
500 g collapsible box 020504000 

 

Minimum durability: 5 years as of date of manufacture 
 


